even managing heterogeneously. We have to understand that we're solving the convergence of QoS, replication, disaster recovery, archive, and backup. What we need is a unified UI for handling all these functions, each of which used to be handled for different reasons by different mechanisms.
eRic BReWeR: That is a core issue. How many copies do you have and why do you have them? Every copy is serving some purpose, whether as a backup, or a replication for read throughput, or a cache copy in flash. Because they're automatically distributed you can't keep track of all these things. I think you actually can manage the file systembroadly speaking, storage system, whereby you proactively assign how many copies you have of something. maRGo seltzeR: Users make copies outside the scope of the storage administrator all the time.
eRiK RieDel: Because the amount of data and what it's used for both increase constantly, you have to get the machines to help the users tag content with metadata-to help them know what the data is, what the copy is for, where it came from, why they have it, solved it best in the past have been the backup people. They actually give you a data transfer mechanism that manages everything in the background and they give you a GUI that allows you to say, "I want to look for this particular data set, I want to see how many copies of it I have, and I want to restore that particular thing." Or "I want to know that these many copies have been made across this much time."
Of course, the problem is that it's all getting blown up. So now, it's not just, "What copies do I have on tape? What copies do I have in various locations spread around the world? What mirroring relationships do I have?" The trouble is that today it's all managed in someone's head. I call it "death by mirroring." It's hard. We'll sort it all out eventually.
KiRK mcKusicK: What do you see as a possible solution?
steVe Kleiman: Currently people are building outrageous ad hoc system scripts-Perl scripts and other types. My company is working on this as are lots of other people in the storage industry, but it's more than a single box problem. It's managing across boxes, and what it actually represents. maRGo seltzeR: With the data provenance you can identify copies, whether they were made intentionally or unintentionally. That's a start. However, answering the other semantic questions, such as "Why was the copy made?" will still require user intervention, which historically has been very difficult to get.
steVe Kleiman: Each set of data-a database, a user's home directoryhas certain properties associated with it. With a database you want to make sure it has a certain quality of service, a disaster recovery strategy, and a certain number of archival copies so that they can go back a number of years. They may also want to have a certain number of backup checkpoints to go back to in case of corruption.
Those are all properties of the data set that can be predefined. Once set, the system can do the right thing, including making as many copies as is relevant. It's not that people are making copies for the sake of making copies; they're trying to accomplish this higher-level goal and not telling the system what that goal is.
maRGo seltzeR: You're saying that you need provenance and you need the tools to add the provenance, so that when Photoshop makes a copy there's a record that says, "Okay, this is now a Photoshop document, but it came from this other document and then it was transformed by Photoshop." eRic BReWeR: I completely agree with provenance, but I thought you said that it was inherently not going to work because users could always make copies that are not under anyone's control. I think that's the breach and not the observance. Most copies are made by software.
maRGo seltzeR: I agree, but I think that those copies have a way of leaking outside of the domain where things like de-duplication can't do anything about them. What typically happens is I go through the firewall, open up something on the corporate server, and then, as I am about to go on my trip, I save a file to my laptop and take my laptop away. Steve's de-duplication software is never going to see my laptop again.
eRic BReWeR: Yes, and that was my earlier point about managing the data. If you were to go to any system administrator with that scenario they'd get these big eyes and be really afraid. It should be a lot harder to do exactly what you just stated. That particular problem is perceived as a huge problem by lawyers and system administrators everywhere. The leakage of that data is a big issue.
steVe Kleiman: Companies that actually own the end-user applications will have to set architectures and policies around this area. They'll certainly sign and possibly encrypt the document. Over time, they will also take responsibility for the things that we have been talking about: encryption, controlling usage, and external copies. Part of this problem is solved in the application universe and there are only a few companies that are practical owners of that space.
maRGo seltzeR: There are times when you want that kind of provenance and there are times when you really don't.
mache cReeGeR: There's going to be a hazy line between the two. Defining what is an extraneous copy or derivation of a data object will be intimately tied up with the original object's semantics. Storage systems are going to be called on to have a more semantic understanding of the objects they store, and deciding that information is redundant and delete-able will be a much more complex decision.
steVe Kleiman: The good news is the trend for end-user application companies, such as Microsoft, is to be relatively open about their protocols.
Having those protocols open and accessible will allow people to leverage a common model across the entire system. So, yes, if you kept encrypting blindly you'd defeat any de-duplication because everything is Klingon poetry at that point. I should be able to determine whether two documents that are copied and separately encrypted are the same or not. I'm hoping that will be possible.
mache cReeGeR: What recommendations are we going to be able to make? If IT managers are going to be making investments in archival types of solutions, disaster recovery, de-duplication, and so on, what should they be thinking about in terms of how they design their architectures today and in the next 18 months?
steVe Kleiman: Over the next decade enterprise-level data is going to mi- ter replication properties because you want that higher long-term reliability. From the user's point, it's a cloud that you can pull documents out of.
eRiK RieDel: The general trend for the last several years is for more distribution, not less. People use a lot of highcapacity, portable devices of all sorts, such as BlackBerrys, portable USB devices, and laptops. For a system administrator, the ability to capture data is much more threatening today. Five or 10 years ago all you had to worry about were tightly controlled desktops. Today things are a great deal more complicated.
I was at a meeting where someone predicted that within two or three years, corporations were going to allow you to buy your own equipment. You'd buy your own laptop, bring it to work, and they'd add a little bit of software to it. But even in the age in which corporate IT departments control your laptop and desktop, certainly the train has left the station on BlackBerrys, USBs, and iPods. So for a significant segment of what the administrator is responsible for, pulling data back into a central store is not going to work. mache cReeGeR: That flies in the face of Steve's original argument.
steVe Kleiman: I don't think so. I do think that there will be a lot of distributed data that will be on the laptops. There will be some control of that data, perhaps with DRM mechanisms. Remember, in an enterprise the family jewels are really two things: the bits on the disks and the brain cells in the people. Both are incredibly important and for the stuff that the enterprise owns, that it pays its employees to produce, it's going to want to make sure those bits exist in a secure place and not just on somebody's laptop. There may be a copy encrypted on somebody's laptop and the enterprise may have the key, but in order for the company to assert intellectual property rights on those bits, you are going to have to centrally manage and secure them in some way, shape, or form.
eRic BReWeR: I agree that's what corporations want, but the practice may be quite different.
steVe Kleiman: That's the part I disagree with because part of the employee contract is that when they generate bits that are important to the company, the grate to a central archive function that is compressed and de-duplicated, potentially with compliance and whatever other disaster recovery features that you might want. Once data is in this archive and has certain known properties, the enterprise storage manager can control how it is accessed. They may have copies out on the edges of the network for performance reasons-maybe it's flash, maybe its high-performance disks, maybe it's something else-but for all that data there's a central access and control point.
mache cReeGeR: So people should be looking at building a central archival store that has known properties. Then, once a centralized archive is in place, people can take advantage of other features, such as virtualization or deduplication, and not sweat the peripheral/edge storage stuff as much.
steVe Kleiman: I do that today at home, where I use a service that backs up all the data on my home servers to the Internet. When I tell them to back up all my Microsoft files, the Microsoft files don't go over the network. The service knows that they don't have to copy Word.exe.
maRY BaKeR: I'm going to disagree a little bit. One of the things I've been doing the last few years is looking at how people and organizations lose data. There's an amazing richness of ways in which you can lose stuff and a lot of the disaster stories were due to, even in a virtual sense, a centralized archive.
There's a lot to be said for having those edge copies under other administrative domains. company has to have a copy of them.
GReG GanGeR: Let's be careful. There are two interrelated things going on here: Does the company have a copy of the information, and can a company control who else gets a copy? What Erik just brought up is an example of the latter. What Steve has been talking about is more of the former.
steVe Kleiman: Margo has been saying that companies may not have a copy. I fundamentally disagree with that. That's what it pays the employees to generate. The question is, can the company control the copy? My working assumption is that this is beyond the scope of any storage system. DRM systems are going to have to come into play and then it's key management on top of that.
maRGo seltzeR: I'm not sure I buy this. Yes, companies care that employees do their jobs, but very few companies tell their employees how to do their job. If my job is to produce some information and data, I may be traveling for a week and it may take some time for that to happen. In the meantime, I may be producing valuable corporate data on my laptop that is not yet on any corporate server. Whether it gets there or not is a process issue and process issues don't always get resolved in the way we intend.
mache cReeGeR: You're both right. Margo wants to create value for her company in whatever way she is comfortable-on a laptop while she's traveling, at home-whichever way works that produces the highest value for her employment contract. If the company values Margo's work, they will be willing to live, within reason, with Margo's work style.
On the other hand, from Steve's perspective, sooner or later, Margo will have to take what is a free-form edge document and check it into a central protected repository and live with controls. She can then go on to the next production phase, which might be a Rev. 2 derivative of that original work, or perhaps something completely different.
eRiK RieDel: You certainly have to be careful. You're moving against the trend here. The trend is toward decentralization. Corporations are encouraging people to work on the beach and at home.
steVe Kleiman: Nothing I've said is in conflict with that. Essentially, the distilled intellectual property has to come back to the corporation at some point. maRGo seltzeR: Sometimes it's the process that's absolutely critical. Did I steal the code or write it myself? That information is only encapsulated on my laptop. Regardless of whether I check it into Steve's repository, when Mary's company comes and sues me because I stole her software, what you really care about is the creation process that did or did not happen on my laptop.
eRic BReWeR: I don't think that's the day-to-day problem of a storage administrator. What we're talking about is whether the first goal is to know which of the copies you don't want to lose, which is a different problem than copies leaking out to others.
steVe Kleiman: I do think that the legal system still counts. Technology can't make that obsolete. You still have a legal obligation to a company. You still have an obligation not to break the law. Any technology that we can come up with, someone will probably find a way of circumventing it, and that will require the legal system to fill in the gaps. That's absolutely true with all the stuff on laptops that we don't know how to control right now.
maRGo seltzeR: I also think it's more than just copies that we need to be concerned with; it's also derivative works, to use the copyright term. It's "Oh, look: File A was an input to File B which was an input to File C and now I have File D, and that might actually be tainted because I can see the full path of how it got there." mache cReeGeR: Maybe what we're seeing here is that we need to intuit more semantics about the bits we are storing. Files are not just a bunch of bits; they have a history and fit in a context, and to solve these kinds of problems, companies are going to have to put processes and procedures in place to define the context of the storage objects they want to retain.
maRY BaKeR: You can clamp down to some extent, but it's the hidden channel problem, even through processes that are not malicious. Say I'm on the beach and the only thing I've got is a non-company PDA and I have some ideas or I talk to somebody and I record something. It can be very hard to bring all these different sources into a comprehensive storage management policy. Storage has gotten so cheap; it's in everything around us. It's very easy to store bits in lots of places that may be hard to incorporate as part of an integrated system.
steVe Kleiman: There's not just one answer to these problems. Look at what happens in the virus scanning world. It's very much a belt and suspenders approach. They do it on laptops, on storage system, in networks, and on gateways. It's a hard problem, no doubt about it.
There are a variety of technologies for outsourcing markets, such as China and India, where people who are working on a particular piece of source code for a particular company are restricted from copying that source code in any way, shape, or form. The software disables that.
Similar things are possible for the information proliferation issues we have been talking about. All these types of solutions have pros and cons and depend on what cost you are willing to pay. This is not just a technological issue or a storage issue; it's a policy issue that also includes management and legal issues.
eRic BReWeR: In some ways it's a triumph of the storage industry that we have moved from the main concern being how to store stuff to trying to manage the semantics of what we're storing. mache cReeGeR: Again, from the storage manager's standpoint, what is he to do? What should he be doing in the next 18 to 24 months? steVe Kleiman: Today people are saving a lot of time, money, and energy doing server virtualization and storage virtualization. Those two combined are very powerful and I think that's the next two, three, or four years right there.
GReG GanGeR: And the products are available now. Multiple people over the course of time have talked about snapshots. If you're running a decent-sized IT operation, you should make sure that your servers have the capability of doing snapshots.
eRic BReWeR: On the security side, encryption. Sometimes there are limited areas where you can do the right kind of key management and hierarchies, but encryption is an established way portable devices you can lose that are the real copy. We've all known people who've lost their cell phone and with it, every bit of contact information in their lives.
GReG GanGeR: They have learned an important lesson and it never happens to them again. maRGo seltzeR: No, they do it over and over again, because then they send mail out to their Facebook networks that says "send me your contact information." mache cReeGeR: They rebuild from the periphery.
eRic BReWeR: The periphery is the master copy; that's exactly right.
mache cReeGeR: We've talked about security and storage infrastructure. We've touched on copyright, archival, and talked a lot about energy. We've talked about various architectures and argued passionately back and forth between repositories and the free cloud spirit.
Storage managers have a huge challenge. They don't have the luxury of taking the long view of seeing all these tectonic forces moving. They have to make a stand today. They've got a fire hose of information coming at them and they have to somehow structure it to justify their job. They have to do all of this, with no thanks or gratitude from management, because storage is supposedly a utility. Like the lights and the plumbing, it should just work.
steVe Kleiman: They have a political problem as well. The SAN group will not talk to the networking group. The backup group is scared that their jobs are going to go away. Looking at the convergence of technologies, even for something simple like FCoE (Fibre Channel over Ethernet), the SAN Fibre Channel people are circling the wagons.
mache cReeGeR: Or iSCSI over 10 gigabit Ethernet.
steVe Kleiman: Absolutely. There are a lot of technical issues in there, but there are very serious people and political issues as well.
